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When life has slipped behind this isolation 
Cruelty and hatred have become 
The cause of those whose eyes are full of wanting 
The truth will still abandon none... 
So you must carry this light into the darkness 
You shall be a star unto the night 
You will find hope alive among the hopeless 
That is your purpose to this life 

The lips draw words 
And hands find actions 
Still there is more within one heart 
And to the silence, will you answer? 
Before the chaos, will you come? 

Do not injustice to another 
Defend the weak & innocent 
May truth & honor always guide you 
Let courage find a life within 
Stand up when no one else is willing 
Act not in hatred or in spite 
Be to this world as a perfect knight 
Even if it means your life... 

Here I am, 
Alive among the injured and the dead 
Here I am 
Thy will be done 
Sancta Sophia 
Peace is born to your victory 
Athena Sophia 
How can I hope to live... what I cannot dream? 

You cannot map the ways of divinity...... 
This much is known... 
Only unto God 

And through these doubts 
And through your confusion 
Know that you are chosen to this fight 
Look to find a soul filled with compassion 
Look to see see a living source of light 
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Do not injustice to another 
Defend the weak & innocent 
Let truth & honor always guide you 
Let courage find a life within 
Stand up when no one else is willing 
Act not in hatred or in spite 
Be to this world as a perfect knight 
Even if it means your life... 

Here I am, 
Alive among the injured and the dead 
Here I am 
Thy will be done 
Sancta Sophia 
Peace is born to your victory 
Athena Sophia 
How can I hope to be... what I can't believe...
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